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Summary 

Images of Ga
+
-implanted amorphous silicon layers in a 110 n-type silicon substrate have been 

collected by a range of detectors in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a helium ion 

microscope (HIM). The effects of the implantation dose and imaging parameters (beam energy, 

dwell time, etc.) on the image contrast were investigated. We demonstrate a similar relationship 

for both the HIM Everhart-Thornley and SEM Inlens detectors between the contrast of the images 

and the Ga
+
 density and imaging parameters. These results also show that dynamic charging effects 

have a significant impact on the quantification of the HIM and SEM contrast. 

Non-Expert:  

The helium-ion microscope (HIM) is a recent development in the family of charged-particle 

microscopes and it operates on similar working principles to those of the conventional scanning 
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electron microscope (SEM). We investigated the effects of imaging parameters on HIM and SEM 

images using a Ga+ focused ion beam implanted silicon sample. Our results highlight the similarity 

and difference between the two microscopes and also show that imaging parameters as well as 

specimen properties have a significant impact on the quantification of HIM and SEM metrology. 
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Introduction 

      The helium-ion microscope (HIM) was introduced as a surface imaging tool and made 

available to the research community in 2006, aiming to address the challenges of critical dimension 

measurement in the semiconductor industry (Morgan et al., 2006). To form a helium ion beam, 

the HIM uses a gas field ionisation source, which is very bright (~4×10
9
 A·cm

-2
·sr

-1
) and extremely 

small (about the size of a single atom) (Hill et al., 2008). This means that the He
+
 beam can be 

focused into an ultrafine probe (~0.25 nm) while still having a reasonable level of beam current 

(1fA to 100 pA). HIMs operate on similar working principles to those of SEMs (Notte et al., 2007, 

Inai et al., 2007, Bell, 2009) . Through scattering with sample atoms, beam particles (i.e. electrons 

in SEM and He
+
 in HIM) can be stopped and retained in the sample, and some of them can be 

deflected drastically and exit the sample surface as backscattered particles. The particle-specimen 

interaction also causes the excitation of electrons which may gain enough energy to escape into 

the vacuum as secondary electrons (SEs). SEs are labelled SE1 if they are excited directly by the 

primary beam and SE2 if excited by the backscattered particles (Seiler, 1983).  To collect SEs and 

form images, HIM and SEM are equipped with either an  Everhart-Thornley (ET) detector or an 

annular InLens detector (Griffin, 2011). To collect the backscattered particles, an energy selective 

backscattered (EsB) detector (Garitagoitia Cid et al., 2016) and a microchannel plate detector 

(MCP) detector can be used in SEM and HIM respectively. Compared with SEM, the HIM 

imaging has several advantages, such as a better lateral resolution, a larger depth of field, better 

surface sensitivity and material contrast, and a unique charging compensation mechanism 

(Kostinski & Yao, 2011, Hill & Faridur Rahman, 2010, Scipioni et al., 2009). A wide range of 

samples have been imaged using HIM, such as cancer cells (Bazou et al., 2011), graphene (Zhou 

et al., 2014, Fox et al., 2013, Zhou et al., 2016), polymers (Pearson et al., 2011, Rodenburg et al., 

2010) etc. In terms of semiconductor applications, SE dopant contrast imaging has been 

demonstrated in a SEM (Chakk & Horvitz, 2006, El-Gomati et al., 2004), particularly by using a 
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low-voltage scanning electron microscope (Itakura et al., 2010, Sealy et al., 2000). HIM imaging 

has also been used in efforts to quantify dopant concentration and a direct correlation between 

dopant concentration and SE intensity has been reported (Jepson et al., 2011, Jepson et al., 2009a, 

Jepson et al., 2009b). 

It is well documented that charging has significant effects on image contrast in SEM and may 

cause contrast reversal (Gressus et al., 1990).  However, the effects of imaging parameters and 

sample charging on the HIM image contrast have rarely been explored in detail. This is a crucial 

issue for further development and application of HIM imaging in semiconductor metrology. In this 

paper, we compare images of Ga-implanted Si samples taken with different HIM and SEM 

imaging modes and investigate the effects of imaging parameters (beam energy, dwell time, etc.) 

on the image contrast.   

 

Materials and methods 

     The samples used for imaging are Ga-implanted silicon prepared via focused ion beam (FIB) 

irradiation of a 110 n-doped silicon substrate. Using a single-crystal doped substrate allows us to 

focus on the contrast of the irradiated regions since grain contrast and charging of the substrate are 

absent. In addition, the surface roughness of the pristine substrate is ~ 0.5 nm, which shows no 

topographical contrast in SE imaging. The effects of dopant type and crystal orientation of the 

substrate on SE imaging are not investigated in this work. The implantation was conducted using 

a Zeiss-Auriga FIB at a beam energy of 30 kV and a beam current of 50 pA. Nine regions 

(20	×	20	��∋) of the Si surface were irradiated by the Ga
+
 beam for a set length of doping time 

(from 30s to 270 s), corresponding to a range of implantation doses (2.34×10,− − 2.11×10,/ 

ions/cm∋). Two batches of samples were prepared using the same set of parameters. An atomic 

force microscope (AFM, Asylum Research MFP-3D™) was employed to characterise the surface 

morphology of the implanted regions. The Ga concentration was measured using an energy 
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dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer in a Carl Zeiss-Ultra Plus SEM with a 20 keV electron beam. 

Raman spectroscopy was carried out at atmospheric pressure with a Renishaw spectrometer 

equipped with a 488 nm laser and 2400 lines/mm grating. A 100 × objective lens was used. The 

laser spot size was ∼1 µm.  Acquisition time was fixed at 1s with 10 accumulations.  

HIM images of the implanted regions were recorded using a MCP and an ET detector in a Carl 

Zeiss Orion Plus at 30keV. SEM images used for comparison were collected by using multiple 

detectors (e.g. the ET detector, the Energy Selective Backscattered (EsB) detector and the In-Lens 

detector) equipped within a Carl Zeiss-Ultra Plus SEM working at an acceleration voltage ranging 

from 0.5-5 kV. The sample was cleaned for 10 min using a O2:Ar (1:3) plasma in a Fischione 

Instruments 1020 plasma cleaner at a chamber pressure of  5mbar before insertion into the SEM 

or HIM chamber.  

The Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) software package (Ziegler et al., 2010) was 

used to simulate He
+
 and Ga

+
 ion interaction with the silicon substrate, to generate output plots for 

ion range (ion depth of penetration into target materials) and straggle (variance of the ion range 

within target material). The software also tracks ion implantation and material displacement during 

imaging with ions. CASINO V2.42 software (Drouin et al., 2007) was used for the simulation of 

the electron interaction. 

Discussion 

FIB implantation results in Ga implantation as well as sample sputtering and damage (Stevens-

Kalceff & Kruss, 2009). Figure 1(a) is the line profiles of the AFM height images collected from 

regions of three doses. It shows that surface roughness increases with increasing the doping time. 

The height and root mean square (RMS) roughness of the implanted regions (extracted from the 

AFM height map) are depicted in Fig 1(b) as a function of the doping time. The height of the 

implanted region decreases almost linearly with the doping time. For the largest dose used, the 
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depth of the pit is ~ 50 nm. The RMS roughness of the implanted regions is close to that of the 

untreated Si surface (~0.15 nm) at low doses (~	10,−	����/��∋) and increases to 5 nm for the 

largest dose. Figure 1(c) depicts the dependence of the average intensity of Ga �? signal in the 

EDX mapping (the inset image) on the doping time. It is evident that the Ga content in the sample 

increases linearly with increase in the implantation time, which is consistent with previous 

reports(Gnaser et al., 2008). The mean projected range of 30kV Ga
+
 ions in Si, �Α is 27.8 nm 

given by the Monte Carlo simulation. Assuming all the ions are retained in the substrate, the peak 

atomic density of Ga at �Α  is �(�Ε) =
Η.ΙϑΚ

ΛΜΝ
, where	the	straggle, Δ�Ξ = 10.3	�� and �Ε  is the 

dose(Nastasi et al., 1996). The Ga atomic density of the 30s-implanted region is 9.09×	10∋Η	��Ζ[, 

corresponding to an atomic concentration of 2%. For the highest dose, the Ga concentration is 

14%. The Raman spectra of the implanted regions (Fig 1d) indicate that the top-layers of these 

regions are amorphous (the broad band at 480 cm
-1

). Si micro-crystallites may exist in these 

regions, becoming amorphous as the dose increases, since the intensity of the crystalline Si 

scattering peak (at 521 cm
-1

) reduces with increasing the Ga
+
 dose. 

For the HIM and SEM investigation, images of the Ga-implanted amorphous silicon were recorded 

by using several detectors. The contrast of the implanted region is extracted from the images, 

which is defined as � = (�⊥ − �_)/�_	, where �⊥  is the image intensity obtained from the implanted 

region, �_ is the intensity from the substrate adjacent to the implanted region. Figure 2(a) shows 

images of the nine areas using the detectors in SEM and HIM respectively. The contrast is depicted 

in Fig. 2(b) as a function of the Ga atomic density of the implanted region. For all the implanted 

regions, HIM-MCP, SEM-EsB and SEM-ET images exhibit positive contrast. This means that the 

implanted region is brighter than the substrate adjacent to it in these images. The contrast in the 

SEM-EsB and SEM-ET images is linearly dependent on the Ga atomic density of the implanted 

region, but the HIM-MCP contrast seems to not vary within experimental uncertainty. The signals 
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collected by the SEM-EsB and HIM-MCP detectors are mainly back scattered particles. The 

backscattering coefficient is proportional to �∋ where Z is the atomic number of the target and it 

is expected that a heavier Ga target (� = 31) produces more backscattered particles than a lighter 

Si target (� = 14).  For the backscattered electrons (BSEs), our Monte Carlo simulation (see Fig 

3) shows that the BSE yield, �β, increases linearly from 0.26 to 0.30 when the implantation dose 

increases from 2.34×10,−	���/��∋  to  2.11×10,/  ions/cm∋ . The linear dependence of the 

SEM-EsB contrast on the Ga density can be attributed to the increase in BSE yield, which is 

dominated by atomic number contrast. The SEM-ET contrast also carries the material information 

from the sample and linearly depends on the Ga density since a large portion of the SEM-ET signal 

is composed of SE2s and excited by backscattered electrons (Fig 3(a)). The two linear relationships 

have different slopes, which might be due to the variation in the BSE angular distribution and the 

difference between the collection efficiency of the EsB and ET detector systems.  

The HIM-MCP detects backscattered He
+
 ions and the backscattered efficiency (Joy & Griffin, 

2011) is also proportional to �∋, which varies by about 10% over the implantation range. The 

backscattered yield of 30 keV He
+
 ions in Si is about 0.012, two orders of magnitude smaller than 

that of a 5-keV electron beam. Thus, atomic number contrast due to the change in Ga density in 

the implanted regions is buried in noise due to the low overall backscattered yield. This can explain 

the insensitivity of the HIM-MCP contrast to the Ga density. We note that the implanted regions 

are much brighter than the substrate, despite the insensitivity to the Ga density. This may be 

attributed to the de-channeling of the ions in the top amorphous layer, which increases the 

backscattered yield of the implanted regions compared with the 110 crystalline Si. Note that very 

thin surface layers were reported to result in strong contrast due to de-channelling in HIM 

(Hlawacek et al., 2016)  
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The SEM-InLens contrast of the implanted region has negative values and decreases 

monotonically with increasing the Ga atomic density (see Fig. 2(b)). Typical Ga dopant contrast 

would be expected to result in positive contrast even in SEM-InLens images if the silicon 

crystallinity was largely preserved as Ga is a p-type dopant.  The negative and hence reversed 

contrast observed here, points again to a strong role of the amorphous surface layer on the contrast. 

The HIM-ET contrast shows a similar dependence, where the sign of the HIM contrast changes 

from positive to negative as the Ga density increases (i.e. contrast reversal). Contrast reversal has 

been observed in SEM-InLens imaging of insulators by varying electron beam energies (Le 

Gressus et al., 1990, Dapor et al., 2009). The similarity between HIM-ET and SEM-InLens 

imaging indicates that they share the same contrast mechanism. It has been shown that the 

dominant SEM-InLens signal is the SE1 component which is excited directly by the primary beam 

(Griffin, 2011). In the HIM, the low He
+
 backscattering efficiency results in negligible SE2 

contribution to the HIM-ET imaging and the dominant signal for the HIM-ET detector is also SE1. 

To understand the contrast reversal, we first investigate the effects of beam energy on the SEM-

InLens images. Figure 4 (a) shows the images collected through a range of beam energies (0.5- 5 

keV) and at a fixed dwell time per pixel of 4.32 µs. The contrast is depicted as a function of the 

beam energy in Fig. 4(b). The contrast decreases and reaches negative values as the beam energy 

�Ξ  increases and contrast reversal occurs for all the implanted regions. However, the contrast 

reversal appears at a lower  �Ξ  for the implanted regions with a higher Ga density. The difference 

between the contrast of the implanted regions appears to be more significant as the beam energy 

increases.  The contrast also varies with the dwell time.  Figure 5 (a) is composed of the images 

collected with a fixed beam energy of 0.5 keV and a dwell time in the range of 0.54-4.32 µs, and 

the corresponding contrast is shown in Fig. 5(b) as a function of the dwell time. It is evident that 

the contrast increases with increasing dwell time. For the most heavily implanted regions (Ga 

density > 2.7×10∋,	��Ζ[  ), contrast reversal occurs because of changing the dwell time. As 
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shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (d), the dwell time has similar effects on the HIM-ET imaging.  The HIM-

ET contrast also increases with increasing dwell time and contrast reversal is observed for the 

implanted regions with a Ga density > 9×10∋Η	��Ζ[.  

It is known that SEM contrast changes with imaging conditions and sample charging has been 

proposed for the mechanism of contrast reversal (Cazaux, 2004, Cazaux, 2008).  To understand 

the SEM-InLens contrast observed in our experiment, we sketch the dependence of SE yield on 

the beam energy, i.e. � �Ξ   in Fig. 6(a).  The amorphous region has a smaller work function than 

that of the crystalline silicon (Ukah et al., 1988) and hence a larger peak SE yield compared with 

the Si substrate. The mean free path of SEs also varies with the Ga density, and the SE escape 

depth varies accordingly. In terms of � �Ξ , we speculate the amorphous region behaves more 

like an insulator (Seiler, 1983), which means � �Ξ  has a narrower peak and shifted towards lower 

beam energy as the Ga density increases.  When the implanted region has the same SE yield as the 

substrate, the contrast of the region is 0. We assume the SE yield is �γΕ , �η and �ι for the substrate 

and the regions with a high and low Ga density respectively, and the beam energy is �η when 

�γΕ = �η. We define	�ι	 in a similar way, e.g. El is defined as the primary beam energy at which 

�γΕ = �ι.  When the beam energy, Ep is lower than �η, the contrast of the implanted region is 

positive since �η > �γΕ. When �η < �Ξ < �ι, the contrast of the high-Ga region becomes negative 

and contrast reversal happens. When the beam energy increases to a value larger than �ι (at which 

�ι = �γΕ), all the implanted regions exhibit negative contrast. Figure 6(a) also explains the decrease 

of the contrast in the beam energy observed in Fig. 4(b) since the ratio of �η,ι/�γΕ 	 decreases as the 

beam energy increases.  

The charging effects may play the key role in the dwell-time effects shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). 

The amorphous Ga-implanted regions have limited electrical conductivity and thus charge 

accumulation occurs when irradiated by a charged-particle beam. For a 0.5 keV electron beam, the 
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electron range is smaller than the thickness of the amorphous layer (see Fig. 3(a)). Therefore, the 

charging behaviour of the Ga implanted region is solely determined by the properties of the top 

amorphous layer, irrelevant to the underlying Si substrate. As shown in Fig. 6(b), if the beam 

energy �Ξ  is in the range of �η < �Ξ < �ι , �η < �γΕ < �ι < 1  and the high-Ga and low-Ga 

regions have a negative and positive contrast respectively. For the high-Ga region, the landing 

energy of the primary beam reduces as negative charges build up in the region (�η < 1). For a 

coarse approximation, we treat the region as an ideal insulator and the charging stops when the SE 

yield becomes unity (the red arrow in Fig.6(b)). A larger dwell time results in more negative 

charges accumulated in the surface layer, lowering the landing energy of the electron beam. 

Consequently, a beam of lower landing energy produces a larger �η. The contrast reversal occurs 

when �η > �γΕ. For the low-Ga region, �ι increases but �ι > �γΕ  during the charge process and 

the contrast of the low-Ga region is positive which increases with increasing dwell time. We note 

that the presence of a native oxide layer of varying thickness usually covers silicon surfaces.  This 

may cause nonuniform charging of the substrate and the grey levels are hence not constant across 

the substrate. The typical thickness of the native oxide is < 1 nm (Morita et al., 1990), which is 

much smaller than the 0.5-keV beam range. Therefore, the variation in  �γΕ due to charging may 

not be as significant as the implanted regions.  

However, the �(�Ξ)-related charging effects cannot directly be applied to the HIM-ET contrast 

reversal shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (d) where the contrast increases with increasing dwell time.  This 

is because the SE yield in HIM is much larger than unity (Ishitani et al., 2010) and the charging 

effects would cause a continuous decrease in contrast when the dwell time increases and the SE 

yield of the implanted regions decreases towards unity. As shown in Fig. 3(b), most of the He
+
 

ions penetrate the top insulating implanted layer and the charging of the top layer is mainly due to 

the emission of SEs. The positive charges built in the layer reduces the SE emission and are 

responsible for the observed negative contrast. As the dwell time increases, the amount of the 
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positive charges will reduce due to diffusion to the underneath Si substrate and thus the contrast 

increases, i.e. the implanted region appears less dark and the magnitude of the contrast decreases. 

The charge diffusion is more significant for the low-Ga region because it has a lower degree of 

damage induced by the Ga implantation. This may be responsible for the positive HIM contrast of 

the lowest-Ga region and the contrast reversal for the region next to it in Fig. 5(c). Hence the HIM-

ET contrast reversal is a good indicator of limited charge mobility due to implantation damage. To 

avoid distortions of the implantation profile due to charging long dwell times are recommended. 

Conclusion 

Amorphous Ga-implanted Si regions were prepared on a Si substrate by using Ga
+
 FIB irradiation. 

The Ga atomic density in each 30-nm-thick implanted region varies from 9.1×	10∋Η	��Ζ[  to 

8.1×	10∋,	��Ζ[. Images of the regions were collected by using the InLens, ET, EsB detectors in 

a SEM as well as MCP and ET detectors in a HIM. The SEM-EsB and ET images show materials 

contrast which linearly depends on the Ga density and is attributed to the Z-dependence of the 

backscattered electron yield. The HIM-MCP images do not show material contrast due to the low 

yield of backscattered ions, but the visibility of the implanted regions in the images may be due to 

the de-channeling effects of the top amorphous layer. HIM-ET and SEM-InLens images bear the 

most similarity and the dominant signal of the two types of imaging is SE1. In both cases, the 

contrast decreases linearly with increasing Ga density and for each implanted region the contrast 

increases with dwell time. The modification of the SE yield due to the Ga implantation as well as 

the dynamic charging effect are responsible for the dependence of the SEM-InLens contrast on the 

imaging parameters, while charge diffusion may be the key factor that causes the observed contrast 

reversal in the HIM ET images. This work may be beneficial to further development of quantitative 

SEM and HIM imaging for semiconductor metrology and analysis.   
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Figure Captions 

FIG. 1. The effects of doping time on morphology of the FIB-implanted Si (a) representative AFM 

traces of the height profiles (b) the AFM height and RMS roughness as a function of implantation 

time (c) the average intensity of the EDX Ga signal (�?)  extracted from the EDX Ga mapping 

(inset image) and (d) Raman spectra of the FIB-implanted Si 

FIG. 2.  (a) Images of the doping contrast using different detectors (acquisition time: 4-5 µs) and 

(b) the relationship between theoretical doping concentration and image contrast. For SEM 

imaging, the beam energy is 5 keV, dwell time 4.32 µs, working distance 5 mm, field of view 

140��	×	180	�� . For HIM imaging, the beam energy is 30 keV, dwell time 1 µs, working 

distance 5 mm, field of view 125	��	×	125	��. 

FIG 3. Monte Carlo simulation of the electron (a) and ion (b) trajectories respectively in the 

implanted region (the thickness of the top implanted layer is 30nm and the trajectories in red in (a) 

represents BSEs) (c) BSE yield of a 5 keV electron beam as a function of the implanted Ga atomic 

density calculated by the simulation. 

FIG. 4. (a) SEM-InLens images of the implanted regions collected under different beam energies 

(0.5-5 keV) and a dwell time of 4.32 µs. (b) The SEM-InLens contrast as a function of the beam 

energy for three implanted regions. 

FIG. 5. (a) SEM-InLens images taken with different dwell times (in µs) and a fixed beam energy 

of 0.5 keV. (b) The SEM-InLens contrast as a function of the dwell time. (c) HIM-ET images 

taken with different dwell times (in µs) and a fixed beam energy of 35 keV. (b) The HIM-ET 

contrast as a function of the dwell time. 

 FIG. 6.  (a) The SE yield as a function of the primary electron beam: �η and �ι are the two 

beam energies where �η = �γΕ and  �ι = �γΕ respectively.  (b) The charging effects in the 
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implanted regions: The landing energy of the electron beam decreases as the dwell time 

increases when � < 1 for an insulator sample. 
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